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Abstract. Let H = (H, x) be a regular Hausdorff summability method defined by

the function x e BV[0,1]. It is shown that if x is absolutely continuous on [0,1],

then the methods H and V ■ H are equivalent for bounded sequences, where V

belongs to a certain class of summability methods which includes the Cesàro

methods Ca (a > 0), the Abel method A, and the methods A ■ Ca (a> -1).

1. Introduction. The Hausdorff method H = (H,x), where x G BV[0,1] trans-

forms sequences s — {sk} into sequences Hs = t = {tk} (k > 0), where

(i) tn = f î {nk)tk(i - ty-\dX{t)   (»>o).

If Vx, V2 are summability methods, we write V1 ~ V2 for bounded sequences if Vx

and V2 are equivalent for bounded sequences, i.e. a bounded sequence is ^-summa-

ble if and only if it is F2-summable (not necessarily to the same limit). (For detailed

properties of the Abel, Cesàro, and Hausdorff methods in general, see [2 or 8].) Stam

[7] showed recently that every Q-summable bounded sequence is summable by

H = (H,x) if x(0 is absolutely continuous on [0,1]. We now prove a stronger

result, by making use of a Modified Reduction Principle—a concept introduced by

the second author as a valuable tool in Tauberian theory (see e.g. [3,4, and 5]).

2. Theorem.

Theorem. Let H = (H,x) be a Hausdorff method with x(0 absolutely continuous

on [0,1]. Then V ■ H ~ H for bounded sequences, where V = the Cesàro method Ca

(a > 0) or the Abel method A or the method A ■ Ca(a > -1).

Proof. Since V is conservative, it follows that Hs e (c) implies V sums Hs, i.e.

V • H sums s. Now let 5 g (m) [the space of bounded sequences] and let t = Hs he

defined by (1). We have to prove that

(2) s S (m), V sums Hs imply that Hs g (c).
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Since slow oscillation is a Tauberian condition for V [6, Theorem and Remarks 1-3]

it is enough to prove that

(3) í„-ím->0   asK>ffl-»oo, n/m -» 1.

In what follows, we take n > m throughout and limits are always to be as m -» oo,

n/m -» 1. We write for n, k ^ 0 and 0 < t < 1:

U = {lY{i-t)n-k,      Fn{t)= tut) 'k-
k = 0

Since x(0 is absolutely continuous, it is an indefinite integral of a function g(t),

say. We have then

(4) tn=fFn(t)g(t)dt.

Making an obvious change of variable in the equation obtained by replacing n by m

in (4), we have

<.-w: *M.M-^r'-(='M=')-

where we take g(u) = 0 for u > 1. Thus

..-<.-£*<*){,<»)-,(£.)}.*

+f»-s)f'.w^)*
+=í •(=•)[«'>-'-(=•)

= /! + /2 + 73,   say.

Since |F„(/)| < sup|s^| < oo

'.-»{jt>>-«(=«)
í// 0.

Also

fiFMs^-om
and hence 72 -* 0. In order to prove (3) it is therefore enough to prove that 73 -» 0.

Now since the expression inside the square brackets in the integral for 73 is

bounded, the contributions to 73 of the range (0,17) and (1 - tj, 1) can be made

arbitrarily small by choice of 17. Thus it is enough to prove that for fixed v with

0 < 17 < j- we have, uniformly in tj < t < 1 - tj,

(5) Fn(t)-Fm(^t)^0.

Since {sk} is bounded, (5) will follow if we show that, uniformly in tj < t < 1 — tj,

(6)
k = m+ 1 * = ()

0.
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We now appeal to [2, Theorem 138] (with the "q" of that theorem taken as

(1 — t)/t). Note that while [2] gives the result for fixed t, it does in fact hold

uniformly in tj < r < 1 — tj.

By clause (4) of that theorem, given e > 0 there is a number X such that for

sufficiently large n,

(7) E1/n*(0<e.

where £j denotes summation over those k for which \k - nt\ > Xnl/2. Since

/ < 1 - tj, the range of summation in (7) includes all k > w(l — tj) + \n1/2, and,

since n/m -* 1, it will ultimately include the whole range of the first sum in (6).

Also, if \k - nt\ > \nl/2, then

k — m ■ —t
m

> \nl/2 > Xm1/2,

so that the following inequality similar to (7) holds also:

Thus we need only show that for fixed X,

(8) E*   fnk(')  - Lk(^t) o

(where E* denotes summation over those k for which \k - nt\ < Xn1/2), uniformly

in [tj, 1 - tj]. In this range of values for k, clause (5) of [2, Theorem 138] is

applicable, so that, uniformly in the relevant range of values for k,

/„,(0 = [2*«f(l - t)]'l/2A(n,k,t)[l + 0{n-^)\,

*i     ,     \ \-(k-ntf
A(n,k,t) = exp'

(9)

where

2nt(\ - 0 /'

Also, replacing n by m and t by (n/m)t, we get

(io) ¡¿{m1)=M1 -^)rMw'*'i1)^+°{n~i/2)>-

Since

(11) £[2™/(l -t)YW2A{n,k,t)=0{\),

the contribution to (8) of the "0"-term in (9) is 0(n'l/2). Similarly the contribution

to (8) of the "0"-term in (10) is 0(n~i/2). Thus, omitting the factor (2wr)~1/2 (as

we may, since this is bounded), it is enough to prove that

(12)     »-"2£' P-0^<..M-(i-£'p»(-.*.£) 0,
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where the symbol L* denotes summation over the values of k for which \k - nt\ <

Xn1/2. The expression on the left-hand side of (12) is less than or equal to

-1/2' (1-0
■1/2 -   1

+ 77-1/2

n

m

-1/2

■1/2

A(n,k,t)

E*(l-^)~     \A{n,k,t)-A{m,k,lt)

= /, + J2,   say.

Thus, in order to prove (8) and the Theorem, it is enough to prove that Jl and J2

tend to 0 uniformly. Now since the function h(t) — (1 — t)'1/2 has a bounded

derivative in the interval tj < t < 1 - tj, the expression inside the modulus in Jx is

n
*(,)- *(±,)-0 1

«i
0(1).

It follows from (11) that 7X

Now, if 0 < /> < ç, then

0.

0 < <?-' - <?"« = f e~xdx < (q - p)e~
J n

Hence the expression inside the modulus in J2 is positive and less than

1 1
(k - nt)'

= (k- nt)

2nt(l-{n/m)t)      2nt(l

(n/m) - 1

0
A(n,k,t)

A(n,k,t).
2»(1 -(n/m)t)(l - t)'

Since n/m - 1 = o(l) and the function (1 - r)"1 and (1 - {n/m)t)~l are bounded,

it follows that

J2 = o -3/2 Z*{k-nt)2A{n,k,t)).

But the expression in curly brackets is bounded. Hence J2 -» 0, and the proof of the

Theorem is complete.

Remarks. (1) The Theorem gives a sufficient condition in order that a conserva-

tive Hausdorff method 77 = (77, x) will be equivalent to V ■ 77 for bounded se-

quences. But the absolute continuity of x is not necessary for this equivalence, as is

shown by the following example: For an arbitrary number X, let Kx = (H, g) be the

Hausdorff matrix generated by the function g with g(0) = 0 and g(t) = X for

0 < t < 1. Then Kx sums every bounded sequence {sn} to Xs0, and hence for any

Hausdorff method H = (77, x) with x S AC[0,1], H + Kx ~ C,(77 + KJ. But the
generating function x + g of 77 + Kx <£ AC[0,1] if X # 0.

(2) Subsequent to the completion of this paper we have succeeded in proving that

a conservative Hausdorff method P will be equivalent to V • P for bounded

sequences if and only if P is of the form 77 + Kx, where 77 = (77, x) with

X e AC[0,1]. In particular, if 77 = (77, x) is a multiplicative Hausdorff method,

then 77 - V ■ 77 for bounded sequences if and only if x G AC[0,1]. Thus the

Theorem is a best possible one for multiplicative Hausdorff methods in the sense

that the condition x e AC[0,1] cannot be weakened.
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(3) The Theorem is also best possible in the sense that it does not hold for

sequences bounded on only one side. To see this, it is enough to consider the case

V = Ca (0 < a < 1), since of 0 < a < ß, CaH C CßH c A ■ 77. Take 77 = C1_a

and a sequence s such that sn > 0, Cxs S (c) [and hence Ca ■ Cl_as e (c)] but

Cl_as £ (c) (e.g. let sn = 2(l~a)k if n = 2k and s„ = 0 otherwise, for n,k =

0,1,...).

(4) The proof of the Theorem shows that the result is true for an arbitrary

conservative method V for which slow oscillation is a Tauberian condition. It is

therefore true for any conservative method V which has nan = 0(1) as a Tauberian

condition and for which V c V ■ Cv (To see this, adapt the theorem and proof given

in [6].) The methods V considered in the Theorem of the present paper are all of this

type.

(5) If A, B are matrices, let us write A ~ B if (A - B)x e (c) for every x e (m)

(see [8, p. 69] on " volläquivalenz"). Our Theorem says that if x e AC[0,1] and

77 = ( 77, x ), then 77 ~ HCl for bounded sequences; however we cannot assert that

(13) 77 ~ HCX    i.e.    (77 - HCx)x e (c) for every x e (m).

For suppose that (13) holds when 77 = Cv (C, has generating function x(0 "* t e

AC[0,1].) Since Q - C1Cl is multiplicative, it follows (by [2, Theorem 3]) that, for

every x e (m),

(14) Q(7 - Cx)x = (C, - dCjx e (c0)

and hence

(15) C2(7 - C,)x = (C2 - C2Cx)x G (c0).

We have then both the relations

(16) C1C1 = C\    and   Cfi2 *> C2.

Since C^ - C2 = (C.Ç, - C2)/2 (see [2, p. 107 or 8, p. 108]), it follows from (16)

that ClC1 ~ C2 and hence C, ~ C^ ~ C2. Since C, - C2 is multipücative and

C, = C2, we must have then

(17) (Ci - C2)jc G (c0)    for every bounded sequence x.

But Cooke [1, pp. 118-119] has proved that (17) is not true. Hence (13) is false when

77= Q.
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